**P7630 PROFILER (USA, 9/21/1996-7/1/2000) [TV SERIES]**

**Series summary:** Sci-fi cop drama about forensic psychologist Dr. Samantha Waters (Ally Walker) who has an eerie talent — she ‘sees’ crimes being committed after probing the murder scenes. When “Jack,” an admiring serial slayer, murdered her husband three years earlier, Sam retired and retreated with her young daughter, Chloe, to live an anonymous life in the country. But she is coaxed out of self-imposed isolation by her old friend Bailey Malone (Robert Davi), head of the FBI Investigative Support Unit, to assist in solving a baffling spate of serial killings.

**Shoot to kill (3/7/1998)**

**Credits:** director, unknown ; writer, George Geiger.

**Cast:** Ally Walker, Robert Davi, Thom Barry, Tom Everett, Scott Lincoln.

**Summary:** Ohio’s cities are being terrorized by a seemingly random sniper. On the scene, Sam, Bailey and the rest of the team are perplexed by the sniper’s ability to shoot from increasingly long distances. This ability reminds Bailey of an elite task force he encountered while serving in Vietnam. Bailey obtains from Casper (Everett), his secret intelligence source, the names of the task force members. Sam uses clues left at the crime scenes to put together a profile that suggests the sniper is trying to create his own mythology, much like the Archer in Greek literature.


